
Appendix B: Chicago Region Circuit C2918 
 

Chicago Region Circuit C2918 (Page J-15 of ComEd’s 2002 Reliability Report): 
This circuit, also known as C2918, is located in Chicago, Niles and Skokie.  The date of the last ComEd circuit inspection was February 
21, 2003.  The date of the last ComEd circuit tree trimming was April 25, 2002.  Staff inspected this circuit on June 18, 2003, less than 
four months after ComEd’s last circuit inspection and less than fourteen months after ComEd’s last circuit tree trimming. The reliability 
statistics for the past three years are as follows (see Table 10 of the Commission Assessment for a definition of each statistic): 

 
Chicago C2918 

 Year  SAIFI CAIFI CAIDI (minutes) 
2002   4.23 4.23 65 
2001    6.61 6.61 49
2000    2.25 2.25 272

 
Of the eight interruptions recorded for circuit C2918, one was wind related, three was tree related, one was the result of equipment 
malfunction, one was vehicle related and the remaining two were other and unknown related.  ComEd indicates that fuses are to be 
installed at one location, two spans will be reconductored and tree trimming would be done as required for a total estimated cost of 
work in 2003 of $10,541. 
 
During its field review, Staff noted many places where trees were close to the primary and would likely touch in the wind.  Staff also 
noted heavy overhangs by trees in a number of locations.  This was a relatively small circuit.  The pole maps and circuit location maps 
provided by ComEd were useful and readable.  A copy of Staff field notes and pictures for this circuit follows. 
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Appendix B: Chicago Region Circuit C2918 
 

 
Field Notes and Pictures 
Utility: ComEd            Investigators: J. Stutsman & J. Spencer    
Feeder Ckt/Sub: C2918/TSS129 (Niles)    City: Chicago, Niles, Skokie    Voltage: 12kV    Date: Wednesday, June 18, 2003 
Photo ID Drawing No.  Location Description Observations at this Location 

B1 C2918-2 
Just West of Disconnect SW. 51497 --- Across street from 
6900 N. Hawthorn Ave. Burning on Covered Wire 

  C2918-3 Various locations 
At what seemed a large number of locations noted that trees were 
Close to primary --- may touch with wind 

  " Various locations Noted heavy overhang in a number of locations 

  " Transformer 0532401 Looked like tree was into transformer 

  " Between Transformer 0532302 and riser 53681 
Primary very close --- west most phase looks less than 1 ft from a big 
tree's trunk 

 
 
Notes:            This summary for the circuit inspected represents typical observations noted by Staff engineers during the field inspection 

and DOES NOT represent all of the problems or potential problems that may exist on the circuit.  In many cases there 
were portions of the circuit that were not inspected at all.  No effort was made to perform a thorough, detailed inspection 
as may need to be done by the utility.   
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Picture B-1 
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